S ITE

ANALYSIS PROCESS OVERVIEW

The landscape is the ultimate stakeholder in this plan. Should its voice fall onto deaf ears, any
unguided management efforts will bring unpredictable results. The site’s climate, geology, soil,
hydrology, topography, land cover and wildlife interact dynamically with a complexity that humans
frequently miss. For example, unrecognized exotic invasive plants can innocuously thrive for
decades in the forest under story waiting for the sun-blocking over story to failresulting in their
domination over native growth at an unexpected and unprecedented rate.
An informed management plan is guided by comprehensive site analyses which dissect the
signiﬁcance behind each contributing condition. Further complexity is added by human needs
and interests. Charity Farm Lot holds a unique basket of features quietly challenging sustainable
human interests that must be carefully considered before action.
Each contributing condition (water & drainage, geology, soil, slope, vegetative cover, exotic
invasive plants, and access/circulation) is analyzed separately. (Although not included in the
graphic to the right, wildlife and legal issues are included in the Summary Analysis.) At this point,
each factor is carefully weighed in a ﬁnal summary analysis after cross-layering combinations
of contributing conditions. These will dictate the priorities in the site’s management plan and
conceptual designs.

C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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S UMMARY
A NALYSIS
“... each analysis is
carefully weighed in a final
summary analysis after
cross-layering combinations
of conditions.”

S ITE

ANALYSIS PROCESS OVERVIEW
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W ATER & D RAINAGE
Water travels across the Charity Farm Lot’s (CFL)
forested, thin glacial till, sometimes roaring down its
steep hillsides. Shallow pools adorning the site’s cols,
the low point between ridges, team with vernal life.
Perennial streams are absent, partially because the
soil drains so rapidly. However, the Massachusetts
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
recognizes two intermittent streams. Scouting further
reveals several, non-DEP streams, especially along the
site’s southern landscape. Topography and the soil’s
well-drained characteristics interact with an annual
rainfall of about 48 inches.
The topography directs runoff towards the southwest.
Numerous small, intermittent brooks and pools have
been carved by previous logging practices, creating
valuable habitat for amphibious creatures and their
associated food webs. Such biodiversity adds to the
site’s ecological resilience, particularly important as
climate patterns change. These areas afford wildlife
refuge during drought.
The site’s west parking area is situated over the Town’s
Well Protection Zone. Before it was cleared for off-road
parking, communication with the Town’s Planning Board
and the Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection clariﬁed Best Management Practices (BMPs).
Massachusetts Wellhead Protection Regulations 310
CMR 22.21(2) grant use of the area for parking as long
as a permeable surface is maintained (Wysk, Personal
Interview, 2014).

Users have already initiated a by-pass trail, furthering
the erosion. (See ‘Site Analysis: Access & Circulation’).
Having diverse, native vegetation - especially close
to water resources - is imperative. Plants buffer runoff
velocity which encourages water inﬁltration and lowers
storm water runoff. In the higher use areas on the site’s
southern end, exotic invasive plants have evolved
into signiﬁcant competitors with the native plants and
threaten water quality. (‘See Site Analysis: Cover-Exotic
Invasive Plants.’)

OPPORTUNITIES

● Efforts should be made to reduce storm water runoff
over user-made trails by re-routing, installing water
bars, and managing visitor use by horseback riders
and motorized vehicle; and
● Future roads and trails need to be carefully designed
to avoid additional storm water issues.

CONSTRAINTS

● The impact of storm water and the need for
employing BMP’s will require an informed approach;
● Routine exotic invasive plant management using
BMP’s is important for managing storm water runoff;
and
● Runoff above the eroded logging road needs to be
diverted away and the road repaired for vehicle
access.

As a result, the area was covered with 6 inches of
composted wood chips by the Bernardston Highway
Department (Weatherby, 2014).
Presently, ill-planned pathways and exotic invasive
plants threaten water quality on the CFL. Please refer
to ‘Site Analysis: Exotic Invasive Plants and Access &
Circulation.’
All storm water runoff carries polluting sediment. Storm
water cuts though numerous user-made trails that run
perpendicular to contours, causing severe erosion.
Signiﬁcant oxygen-depriving siltation adds to the runoff,
lowering water quality. Ultimately, all surface water
enters the Falls River Watershed which feeds the much
larger Connecticut Watershed. Storm water from the CFL
lowers the quality of the water that eventually supplies
theTown’s well.
Damage from storm water runoff resulted from a
collapsed culvert that carved a 5 foot gully through a
steep portion of the ﬁre road, making it impassable.
C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN

The Falls River, which recharges the Town’s well, is
fed by the Charity Farm Lot. High storm water quality is
essential to the town’s drinking water but this issue has
not been addressed.
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G EOLOGY
Geologic signatures can be as profound on a mountain
range as on landscapes hidden under a thick veneer of
soil. Next to water, a site’s geologic time line constructs
surface features, drainage, topography, and vegetation.
The Charity Farm Lot (CFL) boasts an intriguing range of
topographical elements that began over one-half billion
years ago!
Imagine Bernardston as a shallow sea 500,000,000
years ago. The water teamed with rich aquatic life that
ﬂourished, eventually died, and left sediments on the
ocean’s ﬂoor. About 440,000,000 years ago, the collision
of the denser continental crust with the lighter oceanic
crust caused the continental crust to submerge slowly
and reheat in the hot mantel. This ancient concussion
accounts for the shale we see scattered across the
region’s landscape today. Concurrently, the heat from
the cracked crustal plates seeped veins of molten quartz
into ﬁssures of the fragmented metamorphic sediments.
Pieces of this quarts can also be seen today dispersed
over the landscape and ﬁxed in the exposed bedrock
ridges. This explains how the cliffs of CFL were formed.
At one time, these cliffs were buried under thousands
of feet of overlying rocky material that eroded away to
lower regions of the valley and into the ocean.

CROSS SECTION OF BERNARDSTON
(AS IT MAY HAVE LOOKED)
Pile sediments

500,000,000 years ago volcanic activity occurring
offshore. Pile sediments scraped off the slab as it
slid under a volcanically active landmass that were
eventually heated and changed (metamorphosed).

440,000,000 years ago, collision between volcanic
islands and the ancient continent form a tall mountain
range. Eventually, this mountain range eroded
exposing metamorphosed sediment we see throughout
Bernardston today. Specifically, the rocky outcrops at
Charity Farm Lot that formed during this collision were
exposed by glacial activity about 20,000 years ago.

C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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G EOLOGY ,

CONTINUED

Today, below these cliffs, it is easy to locate ‘talus
slopes’ caused by ‘glacial plucking’ on the southwest cliff
sides about 20,000 years ago. The continental glacier
that covered North America grew to over one mile thick!
No wonder it had such an impact.
There is more to the story, however. The glacier’s
massive weight crushed and ground rocks into the
thin glacial till that covers the CFL. At its toe, the Fall
River Plain ﬁlled with ﬁner grained alluvial soil, that was
washed into place by icy glacier melt water. Today, the
soils of the Plain afford rich agricultural soils while the
well-drained, thin till on very steep slopes of the CFL
provide meager support to trees.

OPPORTUNITIES
● Many geologic features could become destinations
for eco-tourism; and
● More of the rugged cliffs could become attractive
lookout points or ‘view-sheds.’

C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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S OILS

The soils at the Charity Farm Lot (CFL)are the product
of metamorphosed ocean bottom sediments, heated far
below the earth’s surface, uplifted, eroded, and crushed
into soil by glaciation. Some soil has been transported
great distances by multiple glaciers. The seven soil types
blanketing the CFL are as diverse as the geologic history
that wove them into place.

of the site very vulnerable to drought and increase
the risk of forest ﬁres;
● Building trails should carefully follow best
management practices (BMP’s) to limit erosion;
● Steep slopes lacking PFS and SSI soils
should be avoided for any forest management (map
numbers 2 & 4); and
● The potential for erosion should be carefully
evaluated when establishing access routes.

Drainage of these types of soils must also be
considered. Water inﬁltrates from a moderate rate in
loamy tills (map numbers 1,2 3 & 5), to a rapid rate in
sandy-gravely glacial deposits (map numbers 4,6 &
7). The majority of the soil is thin till resulting in slow
development of both the soil’s proﬁle and the plant life
that grows in it.
The low organic matter, especially on steep slopes,
suggests that prior site use played a signiﬁcant role
in its deletion. Microbes making up the organic matter
collaborate with vegetation in regulating forest health.
When absent, valuable soil water reserves diminish
quickly, slowing forest growth and recovery. Rebuilding
organic matter on the steep slopes of theCFL should be
a priority. Dropping trees and allowing them to rot on the
ground is a way to facilitate this (Bordewieck, 2012).
About 22% of the CFL’s soils are Prime Farmland Soils
(PFS) or Soils of Statewide Importance (SSI) (map
numbers 1, 6 & 7). Generally these soils are present
in ﬂatter areas (see Site Analysis: Slope) and are most
suitable as access roads. PFS and SSI will have the
greatest economic return to any forestry efforts.
Soils and trail use should be carefully considered.
Existing trails cutting across contours and ascending up
steep grades result in deep erosion. Further discussion
regarding this can be found in ‘Site Analysis: Access and
Circulation.’ More details about CFL soils can be found in
the Appendix.

Thin, well-drained soils make up the majority of the CFL
soils making forest regeneration slow and prone to blow
downs as seen here in the under story.

OPPORTUNITIES

● The CFL’s well-drained soils direct water to the
town’s well on Falls River Plain and play a signiﬁcant
role in the Town’s drinking water recharge; and
● Areas with PFS and SSI soils should be the focus of
future forestry efforts.

CONSTRAINTS

● The fast inﬁltration rate coupled with a steep
topography and very low organic matter make most

C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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S LOPE

During much earlier times, before the numerous
glaciers and the weathering processes shaved off most
of its elevation, the CFL was much taller and steeper.
Today, most of its slopes are still over 15%, making for
challenging hikes.
The percent of rise (elevation) divided by the run
(distance) deﬁnes slope. Slope, more than any other
single factor, dictates design,management and
implementation related to drainage, forest regeneration,
and erosion.

OPPORTUNITIES

● Future cutting is most sustainable on the southwest
portion where the terrain is below 15% slope;
● Challenging trails in the areas with > 15% slope can
be designated for hiking only; and
● Safe areas (< 15%) for horseback riders should be
designated as safe alternative routes.

CONSTRAINTS

● Areas with > 15% slopes should be posted as
“difﬁcult;” and
● About one-half of the CFL should be conserved for
trails and conservation only.

Humans have a natural attraction to climbing to a lookout
point over a surrounding landscape. The CFL has a
number of exposed cliffs that make viewing the Falls
River Plain a pleasure. The Bernardston Fire Department
ﬁnds the cliffs on the southeast corner a great place to
practice rescue maneuvers. Other users include deer
hunters, horseback riders, cyclists, and ATV riders
(Montigilio, personal conversation, 2014).
Most folks can easily walk a 0-5% slope but ﬁnd 5-15%
challenging. While horseback riders can travel up a
15% slope, coming down safely is demanding (Wysk,
personal conversation, 2014).
Slope is a key
consideration in
deﬁning safe access
routes and sustainable
trail management.
To avoid injury or
accidents equestrian
use on slopes close to
15% should be kept to
under 200-foot runs.
(See ‘Chapter 5 Site
Analysis: Water &
Drainage and Access
& Circulation’).

The fire road’s straight, steep slope makes it
vulnerable to heavy erosion. Today it is impassable.

Slope also inﬂuences
the site’s forest
management. A little more than half of the site restricts
potential road access because of slopes greater than
15%. These should be avoided for forestry, except when
dropping trees to improve the soil’s organic matter
(Bordewieck, 2012 and DCR Forester Wright, personal
conversation, 2016).

This culvert collapsed from an extreme rain event,
initiating a major erosion problem.
C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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V EGETATION : C OVER
The ‘wolf’ or ‘pasture’ trees adorning the CFL’s ‘Land
of the Giants’ on the northeast corner is a valuable
Bernardston historic area. These aged trees mark the
long agricultural wealth of the town and constitute a
beneﬁcial habitat for a plethora of wildlife. (See ‘Chapter
2 History’).
The CFL site is characterized by a number of hardwood
and softwood species including beech, red and
chestnut-leaved oaks, pig nut hickory, white birch,
white and red pine, eastern hemlock, witch hazel and
mountain laurel. The under story and ground cover
include low bush blueberry, tea berry, trailing arbutus,
numerous mosses, ferns and seasonal mushrooms.
Unique spring ephemerals like trout lily and wood
anemone can be found by the prudent observer.
The six forest stands at the CFL share a number
of unique features deserving careful management
considerations:

to regenerate the forest;
● Large areas share same age-class trees that need
thinning to yield future ﬁnancial beneﬁts;
● Woolly adelgid, lethal to Eastern Hemlock (map site
2), will continue to diminish stands leaving open areas
vulnerable to forest ﬁre and exotic invasive plants; and
● Aside from stand thinning that encourages decay
on the forest ﬂoor (map site 6) where the slopes are
over 15% and the soil organic matter is very low,
management for future logging and timbering should be
conﬁned to map sites 1, 3, 4 and 5.
For additional considerations, please refer to the 2012
Forest Management Plan available at the Town Hall.

OPPORTUNITIES

● Forest stands 1 to 5 can yield limited quantities
of cord wood and should be thinned to improve
productivity and health;
● Forest stand 6 should only be used for recreation
and conservation, because the steep slopes are
not conducive to forest harvest and offer high quality
ecological integrity for wildlife; (CAPS, 2011); and
● The ‘Land of the Giants’ offers an attractive historic
destination for eco-tourism.

● Evidence, although scarce in Town records,
suggests logging and/or timber harvesting in various
site locations during the 1840’s, early 1900’s, 1950’s
and 1970’s;
● Aside from the remaining wolf trees and the lack
of large decaying stumpage, all old age-class trees
have long disappeared. The unsustainable practice of
‘high-grading’ was common years ago. This involved
removing the largest and most genetically successful
trees, leaving a genetically poor representation behind

CONSTRAINTS

● Future proﬁtable timber harvest depends on making
a commitment to managing the site as outlined in the
2012 Forest Management Plan.

A number of prized wildflowers
like this Cat’s Eyes can be
found on the CFL forest floor.
C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN

Wolf or pasture trees are
remnants of pasture grazing
at the CFL, and provide terrific
habitat today.
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E XOTIC I NVASIVE P LANTS
Exotic invasive plants (EIPs) are low maintenance
attractive plants recommended by growers, landscapers
and nurseries as ‘perfect’ for home landscapes.
Unfortunately, these non-native plants have become
a nightmare in our environment, often overtaking
indigenous growth.
Exotic invasives thrive for several reasons:
● Because most animals will not eat them, EIPs thrive
and spread freely;
● Early and/or late ﬂowering and bud growth allows
them to shade slower growing natives, staving them
of sunlight;
● Their allopathic properties can exude substances into
their surroundings that kill native growing plants; and
● They possess superior and highly adaptive seed
dispersal mechanisms.

Multiflora rose and Russian olive at the CFL entrance.

As the Charity Farm Lot (CFL) has mesic soils that
are prone to drought, EIPs gravitate to wetter areas,
reducing the biodiversity and lowering the variety of
foods wildlife needs to nest, raise young and migrate.
It may be decades before the depth of ecological
degradation caused by EIPs is fully understood.
Routine management is critical to limiting the negative
effects of EIPs. Manual removal can be highly effective.
Legally, no plants can be removed from a wetland
resource area without either a permit (Notice of Intent of
Applicability) from the local conservation commission or
an addendum to the forest management plan. The former
requires paperwork, public notiﬁcation, meetings and
approval for each effort while the latter is new and poses
an uncomfortable legal situation for many professional
foresters.

Japanese bittersweet will become a problem if not
addressed.

The forest management plan has been amended to
address the need to have ongoing control of EIPs.
See ‘Addendum: Exotic Invasive Plants of Charity Farm
Lot’ for additional management details.

OPPORTUNITIES

● Much of the CFL is free of EIPs while most impacted
areas are in the early stages of inﬁltration.

OBSTACLES

● The Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection requires permits to control EIPs in wetland
resource areas unless the forest management plan
includes a management protocol.

C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN

Multiflora rose and barberry in wetland at the CFL.
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W ILDLIFE & N ATURAL H ERITAGE
Every generation has altered the Charity Farm Lot (CFL)
in a variety of ways to meet its immediate needs. The
cumulative effect of this compromises the ecosystem
services of the site and, in fact, diminishes our standard
of living.

Wildlife faces many new challenges from development,
fragmented migration routes and the unforeseen
ramiﬁcations of climate change. All of these factors
threaten the future of our natural heritage (NOAA, 2013).
The CFL serves critical economic and societal functions,
also known as ecosystem services. Purifying water,
cleansing the air, providing food for hunters and
producing forests enhance the quality of human life.
Until two approaches recently developed, strategies to
measure the value of this site have been a challenge.
The ﬁrst measures ‘Ecological Integrity’ (EI) by using an
‘index of ecological integrity’ developed at the University
of Massachusetts, Amherst in 2011, and called CAPS
(Conservation Assessment and Prioritization System).

B ERNARDSTON ’ S I NDEX

OF

EI identiﬁes strong areas that support a wide range
of ecosystem services. (See Appendix: Ecosystem
Services) The CFL has a very high EI, especially in the
northeastern portion.
The second means of identifying and understanding the
value of landscapes is called BioMap2. This describes
species habitats of critical biodiversity needed to
enhance resilience to the threats of climate change and
other evolving wildlife stressors. The northern portion
of CFL serves as a BioMap Critical Habitat buffering
BioMap Core Habitat to the north.

OPPORTUNITIES

● A major portion of the CFL supports wildlife and
provides the habitat necessary for its resilience.

CONSTRAINTS

● Since funding for a site manager is beyond the local
municipal budget, site management must rely on
volunteers.

E COLOGICAL I NTEGRITY (IEI)
B ERNARDSTON ’ S B IO M AP 2

M ASSACHUSETTS B IO M AP 2
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EFFECTS ON
WILDLIFE

Spring/ Autumn Arrival
Growing Season Length

Temperature: Mean,
Extreme, Variability &
Seasonality

Rainfall: Mean, Extreme,
Variability

Uncoupling of pollinators
with flowering times

√

√

√

Uncoupling of predatorprey relationships

√

√

√

Uncoupling of parasitehost relationships

√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

√

√

√
√

√

Interactions with new
diseases and exotic
invasives
Changed in distribution
ranges
Loss of habitat
Increased stress
causing death & disease
susceptability
Changes in sex ratios
Changes in competative
ability
Fragmented migration
and seed dispersal

√

√

Pockets of wetlands provide critical habitat.

Bears find the CFL a great place!

Deer & turkey signs are commonplace here.

A porcupine den at ‘Land of the Giants.’

W ILDLIFE & N ATURAL H ERITAGE
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L EGAL

Maps can ignite a lot of ‘discussion,’ especially boundary
maps that conﬂict. Prior to the September, 2013, survey,
two maps of the Charity Farm Lot (CFL) existed. The
ﬁrst, although not-to-scale, was crafted by Lucius R.
Stark in 1955, when activity at the CFL involved a lot of
community volunteerism and logging. This map spells
out some important features and has been helpful
in the development of the Forest Management Plan
(Bordewieck, 2013). Since this map was not accurately
scaled, however, forest stand acreage is vague.

sought legal council and was granted permission to use
a portion of the trust for management. The majority of
the money must cover its intended charitable purpose,
however.

Legal records for the site are limited. Records of
ﬁnances are sketchy or absent from the Town’s annual
reports. At one point, the Charity Lot Trust was formed
and managed by town vote. The ﬁrst record for using
trust money for maintenance appeared in the 1960’s.
(See Appendix: History).

The forest management plan requires action. This
document outlines a rough timeline for management
through thinning and selective harvesting for cord
wood. At this time, the town has not acted on the plan.
Unfortunately, the original plan was written when the
site was in snow pack, so the exotic invasive plant issue
was missed entirely. The Bernardston Conservation
Commission and the Board of Selectmen asked that
a registered forester write an addendum that would
include exotic invasive plant management near and in
wetland resources areas. At the time of publication the
forester, the Massachusetts Department of Conservation
and Recreation, and the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection have collaborated in
developing a plan addendum. It will allow the Town to
control exotic invasive plants in wetland resource areas
without the need to ﬁle a Notice of Intent of Applicability
for each removal.

At the second community meeting in 2013, a concerned
citizen asked if it is legal for the town to use trust funds
for a survey and development of this plan. The town

The Charity Farm Lot has received a lot of positive, legal
attention that carves the way for a much healthier and
promising future.

The second map appeared on the MassGIS/Parcel /
Bernardston website. It was most likely drafted by a
contracted ﬁrm when updating the town’s tax parcel
maps. When compared to a certiﬁed site survey, the
inaccuracies are obvious.

Orthophoto 2009

0

250

500

1,000

Feet

¯

SOURCE: MassGIS; not Intended for legal use
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 StatePlane Massachusetts Mainland FIPS 2001Lambert Conformal Conic
Date: 1/19/16

The 1955 Louis R. Stark map of the CFL.
C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN

The inaccurate MassGIS Tax Parcel Map for the CFL
(filled yellow) has unknown origins.
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well-blazed boundaries clarify the line.
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V IEW - SHEDS , A CCESS & C IRCULATION
The entrance to the parking area at the Charity Farm
Lot (CFL), located about 2 miles from Center Village, is
identiﬁed by a sign made in the 1970’s commemorating
the white pine research started in 1924. As the casual
visitor treks up the washed out ﬁre road, a maze of
trails emerges, all without clear directions. Other access
points include a horse trail from the north and a foot trail
from West Road on the east side of the CFL.

The primary entrance to the CFL is at 327 Bald Mountain
Road Extension. The parking lot at the ﬁre road’s toe
accommodates about ﬁve cars. Composed of gravel, the
ﬁre road is difﬁcult to travel by foot. Four wheel vehicles
and ATVs have trouble ascending. The road eventually
levels out at the three-way cross road. Heading straight
(east) is doable by foot, but not by other means since
a 5 foot deep erosion gully narrows the path to about 2
feet. Above the washout, the path levels and climbs to a
collapsed culvert that caused the erosion issues below.
These conditions make access by emergency vehicles
very difﬁcult.
Back at the three-way cross road, heading north offers
an opportunity to take a spur road east past a legendary
wolf tree and up to the Wildcat Mountain/Falls River
Plain view. This trail is not marked and disappears under

fall foliage drop.
There are several other potential attractive ‘view-sheds’
or potential lookouts to entice visitors. These should be
wrapped into some loop trails that offer circuitous routes
for visitors to enjoy.
Walking becomes difﬁcult in a number of areas due
to heavy erosion on trails cutting up steep slopes. In
places, the deterioration is so acute that passage is
dangerous. Use by horses is common. Local riders
feel conﬁdent that they know their animals well enough
not to attempt unsafe access trails (Wysk, Personal
Interview, 2014).
Best management practices (BMPs) maintain a standard
of no more than a10% slope, with an occasional run of
fewer than 200 feet under 15% slope for safe equestrian
use. Some trails should be re-routed to accommodate
public interest and signs should be posted to support
safe riding for everyone.
The trail system at the CFL creates the single most
damaging feature to water quality and wildlife. (Please
refer to ‘Site Analysis: Water & Drainage and Slope.’)
A well-designed trail management plan with annual
maintenance efforts is essential to the site.

The entrance and parking area for the CFL before (left) and after clearing. It took two people fours hours
and was followed by a generous truckload of wood chips from the Bernardston Highway Department.

C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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A CCESS & C IRCULATION ,
OPPORTUNITIES

● Off road parking is safe, because it minimizes
roadside trafﬁc congestion, thus keeping the
neighbors happy;
● With some planning and clearing, the CFL has
several additional potential ‘view-scapes’;
● About 2/3 of the CFL is over 15% slope making it an
attractive challenge for serious hikers;
● Many interesting historic and scenic destinations
could be mapped to entice eco-tourism;
● A site map and signs featuring historic places and
scenic locations would improve visitation; and
● By carefully planning all logging activities in
the lower slope areas and designing roads with
switchbacks, erosional problems would be
substantially reduced.

CONTINUED

CONSTRAINTS

● Presently, many of the site’s trails on steep slopes
have reached the end of their ‘lifespan’ and should
be re-routed;
● In the event of an emergency, reaching a
destination by vehicle could be problematic;
● Due to the lack of signs, visitors cannot enjoy the
wealth of natural and historic features;
● User-made trails made for the convenience of
hikers, hunters, riders, etc., have created severe
areas of erosion;
● Many of the trails become stream beds during
extreme storm events, furthering the erosional
problem;
● Some of the common equestrian trails are too steep
and are accelerating trail erosion;
● Access to 2/3 of the site has deterred a number of
people; and
● Some trails pass through wetlands and need
appropriate crossings to diminish
disturbances to wildlife, especially during vernal
months.

This sign was created by the Boy Scouts and their leaders in the 1970
commemorating on-site pine research. It was moved to the site’s entrance in the Fall
of 2015 by the Bernardston Highway Department..
C HARITY F ARM L OT R ECREATION & C ONSERVATION P LAN
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The first, unmarked intersection on the fire road
provides no direction to the many special destinations
within the CFL.

This is a view of Wildcat Mountain from the existing
view point at the CFL. Several others exist that could
create more visitor interest.

Deer hunting is declining across the state. There are
many stands at the CFL that show little use in recent
years.

A neighbor to the CFL made a circular course near the
CFL’s entrance. Should such use over the Town’s wellhead protection zone be regulated?
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POSITIVE ASPECTS

CONSTRAINTS
● Bernardston’s water quality in the Falls River is
directly impacted by eroded trails, the impassible ﬁre
road, and the persistence of habitat-changing exotic
invasive plants;

● Improving eroded trail sections and the impassible
road sections using Best Management Practices
(BMP’s) would reduce storm water runoff downdward,
improve safety, and enhance the visitor experience at
Charity Farm Lot (CFL);

● The soil’s fast inﬁltration rate, coupled with steep
topography and very low organic matter, makes most
of the site vulnerable to drought and increases the risk
of forest ﬁres;

● The CFL’s well-drained soils direct water to the town’s
well in Falls River Plain and play an important role in
the Town’s drinking water recharge;

● Future proﬁtable timber harvest depends on making
a commitment to managing the site as outlined in the
2012 Forest Management Plan;

● Areas with less that 15% slope and the Prime
Farmland Soils (PFS) as well as Soils of Statewide
Importance (SSI) are most suitable for forestry and
generating income from the CFL;

● In the event of an emergency, reaching a destination
at the CFL by vehicle could be problematic;

● Areas with lower than 15% slope should be
designated riding trails. Occasional 200 foot-long trail
runs of over 15% slope are acceptable for equestrian
use;

● All wet areas and streams demand priority for exotic
invasive plant (EIP) management;
● Due to the lack of signs, visitors cannot enjoy the
wealth of natural and historic features; and

● Forest stands in the suitable forestry areas can yield
limited quantities of cord wood and should be thinned
to improve productivity and health;

● To reduce impacts on wildlife, especially during
vernal months, trails that pass through wetlands need
appropriate crossings.

● Areas with greater than 15% slope should only be
used for recreation and conservation, since the steep
slopes are not conducive to forest harvests yet offer
high quality ecological integrity (EI) for wildlife;
● Off-road parking is safe and minimizes roadside
trafﬁc congestion, thus keeping abutters happy;
● Many interesting geologic, historic, and scenic
lookouts could be mapped to entice eco-tourism and
support the Town’s economy;
● The Charity Farm Lot has received a lot of positive,
legal attention that carves the way for a much healthier
and promising future.
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